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Work machine control

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to controlling work machines, for example to

controlling the interworking of recycling work machines.

Background of the Invention

As prices of raw materials and energy continue to rise, efficiency and

productivity in recycling and waste management systems becomes all the

more necessary. Often, the personnel operating such systems may have

limited educational background, and managing complex systems and

operating them in an efficient manner may thus be very difficult. Adding to

this difficulty, the mobile work machines may be grouped together in various

different ways, e.g. depending on what kind of material is being processed

and how the work has been organized. The machines may be arranged into

a process pipeline, where the output of one work machine is the input of

another work machine, and the different machines need to be controlled as a

group. Even if the machines are not arranged to be controlled together, their

efficiency may need to be evaluated to be able to arrange the work more

efficiently.

For these and other reasons, there is a need for easier and/or more efficient

ways of managing and controlling recycling and waste management systems

comprising work machines.

Summary of the Invention

For controlling and/or managing recycling and/or waste management work

machines, the work machines are equipped with communication modules

that are configured to transmit a job identifier so that other machines may join

the work process, e.g. by sending the job identifier to the surroundings over a

radio connection, or through a server or other network where the job identifier

is not transmitted directly to the other work machines. The job identifier is a

name, number or piece of data that identifies a certain work process that a

work machine is at the moment engaged with. The recycling work machine



starts to transmit this job id to the other machines when the job has been

selected for that work machine. The other work machines, when they are

started, pick up the transmitted job id, and may join the same job. This may

be arranged e.g. so that there is a certain time limit that the first machine will

stay in a running state (and transmitting the job id) after the operator has left

the machine, and during this time limit, a second work machine can be

started and the work machine can join the job that is identified by the job id.

The use of a job id may allow collecting data to a data system from the

machines sharing the same job id, where the collected data may then be

analyzed with regard to the efficiency and other parameters. This may make

it possible to forming efficiency data descriptive of inter-working of machines

and the display the efficiency data to a user so that the user may have a view

of the present inter-working situation of work machines with a comparison to

an information on optimal inter-working situation. Such comparison may allow

easier way to adjust the operation of the work machines to reach a more

optimal working arrangement. Another work machine may also be controlled

based on the efficiency data, the other machine sharing the job id, so that for

example the running speed or processing parameters (e.g. the material being

processed) are adjusted based on the efficiency data.

Description of the Drawings

In the following, various example embodiments will be described with

reference to the Figures, in which

Fig. 1a depicts a commonly used recycling work machine setup with a

number of work machines;

Fig. 1b shows an example process flow for recycling work machines;

Fig. 2a depicts an example of a work machine according to an example

embodiment;

Fig. 2b shows a block diagram of a work machine according to an exam

ple embodiment;



shows a control interface with machine efficiency indicators for

controlling a work machine according to an example embody-

ment;

shows control interfaces for controlling a work machine and in it ia

ting inter-working of work machines;

shows a flow chart of a method for initiating inter-working of work

machines according to an example embodiment;

shows a flow chart of a method for controlling work machines

according to an example embodiment;

shows an example setup of work machines for a landfill site; and

shows an example of indicating work machines working on the

same job.

Detailed Description of the Invention

In the following, the operation of the various embodiments will be described

with reference to recycling or waste processing work machines. However, the

invention has applications in any environment where inter-working of work

machines needs to be improved. The specific examples of job id and work

processes given herein are to be taken as examples only, and it needs to be

understood that the job id may be any identifier in the work machine system

that allows the determination of what work is being carried out at a specific

work machine.

Fig. 1a depicts a commonly used recycling work machine setup with a

number of work machines. A first work machine 130, for example a shredder

machine, is started ready to receive material to be processed. The material to

be processed is input to the machine by a wheel loader 120. From the

shredder, the shredded material is output to a screening machine 110 so

that the material sizes can be further separated. The different machines 110,

120, 130 are thus in an inter-working arrangement with respect to each other;

the operation of one machine affects the operation of another machine and



the total efficiency of the machine arrangement. The machines are connected

to each other through a communication module 112, 122, 132, and thus the

machines can exchange information with each other. For example, the

operational parameters like running speed and engine status may be provi-

ded by one work machine to be available at a second work machine. The

work machines have a control unit, through which the operational parameters

can be adjusted. According to an embodiment, the work machines 110, 120

and 130 are operating on the same work process - a job - and an identifier

of the job (job id) is maintained in the memory of the control unit. This allows

the monitoring and even control of the other work machines that are

operating on the same job without the danger of interfering with a work

machine that is operating on another job.

The control unit of a work machine may comprise a connection to the

communication module of the work machine, whereby the control unit may be

able to display information from the shredder, wheel loader and screen over

the wireless connection. In addition, the control unit may have functionalities

for keeping working hour logs for operators, a user interface that is able to

support the operator in using the work machine, and target/achievement

display of the efficiency of the operator. Alarm logs, maintenance monitoring

and other machine status information from all machines connected to same

job may be available for display at the control unit. Additionally, a log of the

times and durations of an operator running a machine may be kept so that

the status and efficiency information may be matched with the operator. This

may provide a way to form operator-specific efficiency information as reports

to the operator so that he/she is able to improve the efficiency of his/her

work. Here, it needs to be understood that the system may keep a log for a

process where multiple operators operate multiple machines, thus creating a

shared log for these operators.

The above information, e.g. efficiency data, may also be monitored remotely

at a computer, e.g. through a web browser interface, and printout reports

may be obtained. The efficiency data obtained from work machines working

on the same job (sharing a job id) may be stored into a database so that the

performance of an operator may be compared with the performance of other

operators for example on the same site or, if the data is collected to a central

server, even across sites or across countries in a global manner. Efficiency



data may be understood to be any data that allows the formation of figures

related to productivity and/or economic profitability, yield or such.

Fig. 1b shows an example process flow for recycling work machines. The

recyclable waste 150 is input to a shredder 155. Subsequently, the output of

the shredder is put through a drum screen 160. The drum screen 160 sepa

rates a fraction A 165 from the processed waste. The remaining screened

and processed waste is put through an air separator 170 to separate fraction

B 175. The remaining waste may then be put through a water separator 180,

and as an output, two fractions C 185 and D 190 are produced.

The various work machines operate in a chain, so that changing the opera

tional parameters (like speed or grain size) at one work machine has an

effect on how the work machine is able to accept input from the earlier

machine in the chain, and how much and what kind of output the work

machine produces to the next machine in the chain. If the parameters are

chosen wrong, the output efficiency of the whole system suffers. In

embodiments of the present invention, it has been realized that one of the

reasons for sub-optimal operator behavior is that there is no accurate

information available to the operator on various work machines working on

the same job. By transmitting a job id from the first work machine to another

and sharing the same job id, the operator can more easily monitor the

efficiency of the process. Operational parameters of work machines may also

be set based on the selected or received job id.

Fig. 2a depicts an example of a work machine according to an example

embodiment, as well as connection to another work machine through a cloud.

The wheel loader 120 comprises a control unit 124 with a user interface for

receiving control input from a user, and a communication module 122 for

connecting to other work machines and/or to a cloud 2 10 . The connection to

a cloud may be realized through a cellular radio communication network 2 12

like a GPRS data connection. The modules 122 and 124 may be installed to

the work machine 120 after manufacture of the work machine, that is, as an

add-on installation. In such case, the control unit may be arranged to read

data from the machine bus to be able to provide efficiency information. This

reading may be arranged e.g. inductively so that no alterations are needed to

the pre-existing hardware. There may also be work machines like a



compactor 220 that are equipped with a control unit, user interface and a

communication module at time of manufacture.

Fig. 2b shows a block diagram of a work machine according to an example

embodiment. A work machine A 220 for recycling or waste processing may

comprise a control unit CTRL 224 that is arranged to control the work

machine and the communication module so that the work machine can

connect to another work machine and transmit or receive a job id for use in

controlling the operations of the work machine. The work machine may

comprise a communication module 122 arranged to transmit said job id and

to connect to another communication module of another work machine. The

control unit may receive information on the operation of the work machine

engine 126 and information on the material processing efficiency from the

sensors 128.

The work machine may comprise a data bus adapter 226 configured to recei

ve data from a data bus 228 of the work machine, the data being indicative of

efficiency of said work machine in the current job. The data bus 228 may

carry machine control signals, and the data bus adapter 226 may be able to

read these signals e.g. through an inductive coupling or in another contact-

less manner. In this manner, no changes to the existing data connections of

the work machine are needed, for example, wires do not need to be opened

and soldered. The data bus adapter 226 may be connected to the control unit

224 and the communications module 122.

The control unit may also be connected to a visual indicator 230, so that the

control unit 224 and the visual indicator 230 are arranged to indicate visually

the work machines having the same job id. This may happen e.g. by sending

an optical signal (light) having certain physical characteristics produced by

said visual indicator such as the color and/or blinking pattern of light. In this

manner, it may be easily seen what machines in the area are working on the

same job and thus share a job id.

In a general manner, the work machine may comprise means for carrying out

method according to any of the embodiments described in the context of

Figs. 4a and 4b. Such means may be computer processors, memories,

communication modules for communication and such.



To control the work machines effectively in an inter-working situation, the

work machine may comprise means for receiving a control input from a user,

this control input being suitable for starting the operation of the work

machine. For example, an arrangement of receiving a key, receiving an

access code or such may be implemented at the work machine. The work

machine may then be started by this control input, and another control input

may be received from the user for selecting a current job for the work

machine. This may happen e.g. through a user interface of the control unit.

There may also be means for transmitting a job id so that other work

machines may use the job id in joining to the current job (the job id identifier

corresponds to the current job selected for said first work machine), e.g. by

sending the job identifier to the surroundings over a radio connection, or

through a server or other network where the job identifier is not transmitted

directly to the other work machines.

A second work machine B 240 (any work machine) may comprise means 242

for receiving a control input from a user for starting the operation of said

second work machine, means 244 for starting said second work machine

based on said first control input, means 246 for receiving a job id from the

first work machine, wherein the job id having been transmitted from the first

work machine for other work machines to use in joining to a current job of

said first work machine, where the job id corresponds to the current job

selected for the first work machine. There may also be means 248 for

receiving a second control input from a user for selecting a current job for the

second work machine, and means 249 for selecting a current job for the

second work machine based on the second control input and the received job

id 249.

That is, the same job may be selected at the second machine by receiving

the job id from the first machine.

Fig. 3a shows a control interface with machine efficiency indicators for

controlling a work machine according to an example embodiment. In the

example control interface, the efficiency of the work machines that share the

same job id (that have joined the same job) is displayed with the curves 3 10,

3 12 and 314, one efficiency curve for each of the three work machines in the

current job. From these curves it can be seen that the efficiency rate of work



machine number 2 corresponding to the curve 3 12 is fluctuating significantly.

The operator can deduce that the machine is not being fully utilized, and can

adjust his work methods to improve utilization.

Also displayed on the control interface are the medium utility rates 320, 322,

324 for the different work machines of the fleet of machines that the

operator's machine belongs to, or global comparison values across fleets and

countries.. Such medium utility rates can also be displayed for other

operators either on the same work site or downloaded from a database that

stores such efficiency information for other work sites and operators. An

advantage of displaying other operators' utility rates on the control interface

is the operator is able to see that he may not be performing his work in an

optimal manner and he may thus be able to improve his efficiency. The

display of other operators' efficiency information is achieved by the use of the

job id to identify the job that is being done at each moment, so that when the

job characteristics (e.g. material, machine configuration) are stored into a

database, similar jobs can be compared. In other words, the use of a job id to

identify each job makes the logging of efficiency information more accurate

compared to a situation where just the efficiency information for a certain

machine were to be logged.

The control interface display also shows work machine status information

330, possibly captured from the data bus of the machine as explained earlier,

and various control symbols 340 for accessing other views in the user

interface. The hammer symbol in 340 provides access to job management

(based on job id) as shown in Fig. 3b. The next symbol provides access to

machine setup of the work machine, and the following symbol brings reports,

logs and alarm lists on the screen. The last symbol allows the user to view

the information of the fleet of work machines in the job.

A material report e.g. as a printout, data file or electronic document like a

PDF document may be produced from the efficiency data that has been

logged for a plurality of work machines, work sites and configurations. The

material report may show the produced output in tons or m3 etc. of material,

production costs per unit, and productivity per time, so that the operator

company may see the productivity information for the process. The report

may display productivity comparisons against the historical data like best



historical productivity on own sites, and comparisons to other companies and

sites. This is enabled by the collection of efficiency data associated with a job

identifier, that in turn allows to find out the work machine configurations and

work types (comprising information on what material has been processed)

that have been carried out, thus making the comparison between different

sites more accurate. This helps the operator to control the processes better

to achieve a higher efficiency.

An operator report may display the produced tons of material and production

costs per ton for a specific user, again compared to other operators. This

may enable to control the process so that different human operators are able

to carry out their work more efficiently. The information may also be used as

a basis for producing reports for computerized salary payment systems to

make the production-based incentive calculation easier and more accurate.

Comparisons even on the global level between operators may be used to

increase efficiency, and for adding awareness of own level compared to

others.

The system may also be used so that the operators are instructed on how to

operate the work machine configuration in a more efficient manner. For

example, the efficiency curves 3 10, 3 12 and 314 may have textual cues

associated to them so that the operator may more easily achieve a high

efficiency. For example, there may be an instruction saying "increase load

speed to avoid idling the shredder" or "reduce shredder speed" if the

shredder is being loaded in an un-even manner. The system may collect

operator specific operations log so that the manner of working may be

analyzed later e.g. from the paper print-out. Things like input rate, output

rate, engine load, utility rates, uptime/downtime of work machine, idle rate,

productivity of work machine, malfunctions, service data and times, operator

hours and times, and operator efficiency, and other such information may be

logged as efficiency data. The system may also instruct the operator on the

spot with predictions and instructions, e.g. by giving out a message "shredder

1 will be out of material in 40 seconds, get new load of material" when the

system has determined from the current efficiency data that the shredder 1

will have processed all its current material in 40 seconds.



The system may have an additional component where other work machine's

information may be shown, and even the locations of different work machines

on the work field may be displayed.

The different views of the system may have titles that are the same in all

systems so that navigation is easier and telephone support may be given in

problem situations. The user interface may adapt to different working

conditions like dark or bright lighting. The user interface may provide visual

feedback to the user on selections, e.g. display graphically a work machine

configuration that has been selected so that the user can easily see whether

he has selected the correct configuration. As described, the user interface

may also show all kinds of information for the work machine for the user to be

able to see the machine status. The user interface may also help the user in

troubleshooting, e.g. when there is a machine malfunction. Controls for

various parts of the work machine may be implemented on the user interface

through various user interface control elements, for example for extending

the ground supports for the machine to stabilize the machine mechanically,

or controlling the conveyor structure to be in transport position or in working

position. Emergency stopping control may also be implemented on the user

control interface.

Fig. 3b shows example control interfaces for controlling a work machine and

initiating inter-working of work machines. The joining of a job may happen as

follows as a user interface control sequence. In the first phase 350 of

receiving control input from the user to the work machine, the job to be

carried out may be selected. Alternatively, a new job may be defined. A

selection control 355 on the user interface may be used to receive the control

input-to create a new work. The control input may have associated soft keys

352 (hardware input buttons associated with the control elements 352 on the

user interface), or a touch screen may be used, where software buttons

respond to touch directly. The work machine control software may have

different work configurations determined and displayed by the software. The

user may be able to create a new work configuration or select from the pre

existing work configurations, that is, the jobs that are currently being run by

some work machine and whose job identifiers are being transmitted.. There

may be a work configuration identifier, that is, a work identifier associated

with each work configuration. This work configuration identifier may be such



that it is the same at each work machine - that is, throughout the work

machine system - so that the configuration of the work machines may be

understood later when efficiency data is being analysed. Alternatively or in

addition, the work machine identifiers or work machine types may be stored

in association with the work machine configuration. This information may be

sent to a central network database for associating efficiency data with a

certain type of work machine configuration, certain work machines, or certain

work machine types.

In the second phase 360, the work site (work type) may be selected. These

sites may be pre-created in the software by an operator, and stored for later

use. There may be pre-created sites or work types 365 in the system for the

user to select from. A user with control rights, e.g. a site manager, may also

create a new site, e.g. through a web user interface. The pre-created sites

may be such that they have an associated work site identifier (e.g. 005 for

tyre process and 024 for property management). Alternatively or in addition,

description and information (like geographic coordinates of the site) may be

stored for the work site. Again, the work site information and identifier may be

sent to a central database in association with efficiency data collected for the

work machines and the work process so that efficiency data for similar work

at different places may be compared.

In the third phase 370, a work number may be selected. For example,

different work numbers 375 may exist for material handling (004), area

cleaning (005) and loading tyres (003). The purpose for selecting a specific

work number is to be able to associate the work machine efficiency data to

the specific work that is being carried out, the material that has been

processed and what settings have been used for processing the material,

together with having the information that the work is carried out at a certain

site and with a certain work machine configuration. This enables the

comparison of work efficiency between different operators, different sites and

different work machine configurations.

For the purpose of controlling the inter-working of work machines so that

efficiency data may be compared between different sites, the control data

described above and shown also on the user interface may be stored as a

control data structure. Such control data structure may be embodied as a



signal or as a structure on a non-transitory data carrier comprising the data

structure for controlling work-machine inter-working and/or a work machine

database system, the data structure comprising a plurality of entries relating

to a plurality of work machines, said entries comprising efficiency data,

machine identification information, user identification information and a job id

as described earlier, the entries being configured to be suitable for producing

efficiency reporting data as output, the efficiency reporting data being

characteristic of efficiency of the user and/or the group of work machines,

and/or the work machine configuration.

The forming of the job identifier (job id) will be described next in the context

of an example work machine configuration.

First, the user Sami (user id 123) starts a crane (work machine id 475),

chooses a work site (site id 9 for company GREAT_FIRM) and work number

(work number 4 for material handling). The job id can now be formed as

ID1 23-9-4 *475. That is, the job id may be a string that contains identifiers for

the user, the site, the work type and the specific work machine. The job id

may comprise fewer identifiers than in this example, or more information

(more identifiers) than in this example.

Next, the user Sami starts a shredder work machine (identifier 440D), and

the system suggests that the shredder is joined to the work 9-4

(GREAT_FIRM material handling). Sami then chooses the work 9-4 as

suggested by the system, and selects the preset work machine setting 7

(material type: tires). Now, the team job id will be ID123-9-4M75-440D. The

total job id may not be visible to the user.

Then, Sami starts another shredder machine of type 440D, and again the

system suggests joining the work 9-4 by showing the corresponding text

description to the user. Sami chooses work 9-4, and the system automatically

selects the preset 7 (material type tire), because the job id carries the

information that tires are being processed. The new shredder machine

system enquires input from the user on the work machine configuration

whether the new shredder will be added to the back or to the front of the first

shredder machine, in parallel, or not be connected to the same material line.

Sami chooses that the new shredder will be in the front (the default



suggestion was the back). Now, the new job id becomes ID1 23-9-4 *475-

440D(2)-440D. Had the new shredder been joined to the back, the job id

could have been ID1 23-9-4 *475-440D-440D(2). Had the new shredder been

added to the side in parallel, the new job id could have been ID1 23-9-4*475-

440D/440D(2), indicated for example by the slash. In this manner, all the

machines for the work are chosen, and their configuration (arrangement with

respect to each other) is also chosen. This information may be carried in the

job id as described.

As described, the system will form a team of the machines joined to the same

work, and this team will share a job id. The job id is formed in the machines,

and sent between machines over a wireless connection, like a zigbee radio

link. This formation and information content of the job id data structure

enables the above described comparisons of efficiency. If the user works with

the same configuration on several days, the same job id may be used. This

makes it faster to start work in the morning, which increases efficiency.

When the work shift changes, the operator of the work machine configuration

may transfer the work to another user who has joined the work, or simply

signs out through the user interface, or by removing the control key. If a new

sign-in does not happen, the work with the first user id ends. If the work is

transferred to a new user, the job id is modified in all machines of the team

accordingly. Another user may also join the work that was created earlier.

The operator may have a key, e.g. a USB key or a radio interface key that

stores the user's identification, and possibly carries the rights of the user, that

is, indicates what operations the user is allowed to control on the work

machines. The key may also act as a security element in such a manner that

if the key is removed from a work machine and not connected to another

work machine of the team (the same job id) within a time limit, all the

machines of the team are stopped. The key may also enable the user to take

control of a configuration of work machines (a team).

Different levels of authorization associated with the key may e.g. be "user",

"maintenance", "factory" and "development". For a user, operating basic user

interface control screens, diagnostics, troubleshooting, operational model

selection, language and display settings may be allowed. For a maintenance



key, the additional allowed levels may be software update, signing off

maintenance jobs, viewing operating hours, running oil pumping from screen

for maintenance, and disabling a sensor for a certain time like 2 weeks (to

avoid unnecessary alarms before the sensor can be changed). For a factory

key, permanently disabling a sensor, setting basic configurations, serial

numbers etc. may be allowed. For development keys, all changes may be

allowed.

Fig. 4a shows a flow chart of a method for initiating inter-working of work

machines according to an example embodiment. In phase 4 10, a first control

input is received from a user to a first work machine, the first control input

being suitable for starting the operation of said first work machine. For

example, the control key of the machine may be entered and the key may be

read by the machine. In phase 420, the first work machine may be started

based on the first control input. This starts the work machine engine and

allows operating the material processing means of the work machine. In

phase 430, a second control input may be received from a user, the second

control input being suitable for selecting a current job for said first work

machine, as has been described earlier e.g. in the context of Fig. 3b. In

phase 440, the current job for said first work machine based on said second

control input is selected. In phase 450, a job id may be transmitted to

surroundings of the first work machine for other work machines to use in

joining to the current job, said job id corresponding to said current job

selected for said first work machine. The job id may also be transmitted

through a server or other network so that the job identifier is not transmitted

directly to the other work machines. The job id may be formed as described

earlier.

As described, the first control input may be received by means of a key, the

key carrying access rights to at least the first work machine such that

operation of the first work machine can be started with the key. When the key

is removed, a key removal control input may be received indicative that the

key has been removed from the work machine. Based on the key removal

control input, a timer may be started in response. The operation of the first

work machine may be shut down based on the timer reaching a

predetermined value, and also/instead the transmitting of the job id may then

be stopped based on the timer reaching a predetermined value. A joining



indication may be received from a second work machine that the second

work machine has joined the current job, and the timer may be reset based

on receiving the joining indication.

At the second work machine, the operation may happen as follows. A first

control input is received from a user to a second work machine, the first

control input being suitable for starting the operation of the second work

machine. The second work machine may then be started based on the first

control input. A job id may be received from a first work machine, the job id

having been transmitted from the first work machine, or from the work

machine where the user has previously been logged onto. That is, the job is

may be transmitted by the machine where the operator's key has last been

inserted. The job id has been transmitted for other work machines to use in

joining to a current job of the first work machine, the job id corresponding to

the current job selected for the first work machine. A second control input

may be received from a user, the second control input being suitable for

selecting a current job for the second work machine, and the current job may

then be selected for the second work machine based on the second control

input and the received job id.

When the second machine has joined the work, the job id may be modified

as described above, and communicated from the second work machine to

the first work machine, or vice versa, or formed separately in different work

machines.

Fig. 4b shows a flow chart of a method for controlling work machines

according to an example embodiment. When a job has been selected (and

thus a job id has been selected/formed) in phase 460, efficiency data related

to the job id may be provided to a data system from work machines having

the same job id. For example, the efficiency data from a work machine or for

the whole team of work machines may be sent by a work machine to a

remote network database. Information on optimal inter-working situation of

work machines based on said efficiency data may then be formed using the

data collected to the remote database. This forming of efficiency data in

phase 470 descriptive of inter-working of work machines may be based on

the job id, and, the efficiency data related to the job id may be displayed to

the user with a comparison to an information on an optimal inter-working



situation in phase 480. Based on this, the machine may be controlled in an

improved manner in phase 490, and thus the improving of efficiency of

operating the work machines by the user may be enabled.

In phase 490, another work machine may also be controlled directly (with

machine-to-machine communication) based on the efficiency data to improve

inter-working of the work machines, the another work machine having the

same job id. That is, for example, process parameters may be adjusted such

as settings of material to be processed in the current job at a current work

machine, information on the adjusted process parameters may be sent to

another work machine based on the another work machine having the same

job id, and then the process parameters at the other machine may be

adjusted.

The methods and data structures described here may be realized with the

help of computers, the computers having processors, memory and other

circuitry for processing and storing data, as well as input and output devices

for receiving control input from the user and producing machine operation

data and information to the user. The methods may be implemented in a

distributed manner so that they are executed in more than one apparatus on

more than one processor. The various work machines, control modules and

server computers presented in this application may have software and data

structures for controlling the operation of a work machine. As the methods

may be implemented with software, it is clear to a skilled person that not all of

the presented steps need to be carried out, but some may be omitted, and

the operational sequence in which the different steps are carried may vary.

Also, the individual steps may be carried out alone or they may be combined

with other steps as the needs of the situation vary.

As said, the methods may be carried out with the help of computer programs,

and such programs may be embodied as computer program products stored

on a module, computer readable medium or even downloadable from a

server as a signal over the air. The computer program product may comprise

computer program code, the code being arranged to, when the code is

executed on a processor of a system, cause the system to carry out the

method according to the above description. The computer program product

may comprise the computer program code embodied on a non-transitory



computer-readable medium such as CD or DVD data disc or on a

transportable memory like a USB memory stick.

Fig. 5a shows an example setup of work machines for a landfill site. Most of

the work machines 520, 530, 540, 550 may have an adapter, control unit

522, 532, 542, 552 and a communication module 524, 534, 544, 554 that has

been installed to the machine after manufacture. The firm facilities of a work

site like a scale 5 10 may also have control unit 5 12 and a communication

module. Some work machines 560 may have built-in control and communi-

cation modules. All the work machines are connected to the network, or a

cloud, over their respective data connections (marked with GPRS on the

example setup of Fig. 5a). In the cloud, the efficiency data is collected to a

secure server, where it is for creating the data structure needed to build

reports. The reports may be accessed and viewed over the internet using a

web browser on a special monitor computer 570, common-purpose mobile

communication device 572 or a tablet computer 574.

Fig. 5b shows an example of indicating work machines working on the same

job. The different work machines 580, 585 and 588 have been linked to the

same job as described earlier, and they share the same job id. For the

purpose of identifying which machines are working on which job, the

machines may carry a visual indicator (an indicator lamp), sending for

example blue light. The control unit of the work machines may be connected

to the visual indicator, and the control unit and visual indicator are arranged

to indicate visually the work machines having the same job id by physical

characteristics of the indication produced by the visual indicator such as the

color and/or blinking pattern of light. That means, for example, that once a

work machine joins a certain job, it synchronizes itself to the other work

machines and starts to emit e.g. blue light in a certain common pattern

characteristic for this job.

The various embodiments of the invention can be implemented with the help

of computer program code that resides in a memory and causes the relevant

apparatuses to carry out the invention. For example, a work machine may

comprise circuitry and electronics for handling, receiving and transmitting

data, computer program code in a memory, and a processor that, when

running the computer program code, causes the work machine to carry out



the features of an embodiment. Yet further, a server may comprise circuitry

and electronics for handling, receiving and transmitting data, computer

program code in a memory, and a processor that, when running the

computer program code, causes the server to carry out the features of an

embodiment. The computer program product may comprise computer pro

gram code embodied on a non-transitory computer-readable medium, and

the computer program code may then be loaded onto the work machine

memory for execution.

The above example embodiments of the invention are not to be understood

as limiting the invention thereto. On the contrary, the invention can be varied

within the scope of the appended claims.



Claims:

1. A method for operating work machines in an interlinked manner, said

method comprising:

- receiving a first control input from a user to a first work machine, said first

control input being suitable for starting the operation of said first work

machine,

- starting said first work machine based on said first control input,

- receiving a second control input from a user, said second control input

being suitable for selecting a current job for said first work machine,

- selecting a current job for said first work machine based on said second

control input,

- transmitting a job id of said first work machine for other work machines to

use in joining to the current job, said job id corresponding to said current job

selected for said first work machine.

2 . A method according to claim 1, comprising:

- receiving said first control input by means of a key, said key carrying access

rights to at least said first work machine such that operation of said first work

machine can be started with said key,

- receiving a key removal control input indicative that said key has been

removed from said work machine,

- starting a timer in response to receiving said key removal control input,

and

- stopping transmitting said job id based on said timer reaching a

predetermined value.

3 . A method according to claim 2, comprising:

- receiving a joining indication from a second work machine that said second

work machine has joined the current job, and

- resetting said timer based on said joining indication.

4 . A method for operating work machines in an interlinked manner, said

method comprising:

- receiving a first control input from a user to a second work machine, said

first control input being suitable for starting the operation of said second work

machine,



- starting said second work machine based on said first control input,

- receiving a job id from a first work machine, said job id having been

transmitted from said first work machine for other work machines to use in

joining to a current job of said first work machine, said job id corresponding to

said current job selected for said first work machine,

- receiving a second control input from a user, said second control input

being suitable for selecting a current job for said second work machine,

- selecting a current job for said second work machine based on said second

control input and said received job id.

5 . A method according to any of the claims 1 to 4, comprising:

- providing efficiency data related to said job id to a data system from work

machines having the same job id,

- forming information on optimal inter-working situation of work machines

based on said efficiency data.

6 . A method according to any of the claims 1 to 5, comprising:

- forming efficiency data descriptive of inter-working of work machines based

on said job id, and

- displaying said efficiency data related to said job id to a user with a

comparison to an information on an optimal inter-working situation for

enabling the improving of efficiency of operating the work machines by the

user.

7 . A method according to claim 6, comprising:

- controlling another work machine based on said efficiency data to improve

inter-working of said work machines, said another work machine having the

same job id.

8 . A method according to any of the claims 1 to 7, comprising:

- adjusting process parameters such as settings of material to be processed

in said current job at a current work machine,

- sending information on said adjusted process parameters to another work

machine based on said another work machine having the same job id,

- adjusting process parameters at said another machine.



9 . A work machine for recycling or waste processing, said work machine

comprising:

- a control unit arranged to carry out the method according to any of the

claims 1 to 8,

- a communication module arranged to transmit said job id and to connect to

another communication module of another work machine.

10 . A work machine according to claim 9, comprising:

- a data bus adapter configured to receive data from a data bus of the work

machine in a contact-less manner such as inductively, said data being

indicative of efficiency of said work machine in said current job.

11. A work machine according to claim 9 or 10, comprising:

- a control unit connected to a visual indicator, said control unit and visual

indicator arranged to indicate visually the work machines having to the same

job id by physical characteristics of the indication produced by said visual

indicator such as the colour and/or blinking pattern of light.

12 . A work machine comprising means for carrying out the method according

to any of the claims 1 to 8 .

13 . A work machine, comprising:

- means for receiving a first control input from a user to a first work machine,

said first control input being suitable for starting the operation of said first

work machine,

- means for starting said first work machine based on said first control input,

- means for receiving a second control input from a user, said second control

input being suitable for selecting a current job for said first work machine,

- means for selecting a current job for said first work machine based on said

second control input,

- means for transmitting a job id of said first work machine for other work

machines to use in joining to the current job, said job id corresponding to said

current job selected for said first work machine.



14. A work machine, comprising:

- means for receiving a first control input from a user to a second work

machine, said first control input being suitable for starting the operation of

said second work machine,

- means for starting said second work machine based on said first control

input,

- means for receiving a job id from a first work machine, said job id having

been transmitted from said first work machine for other work machines to use

in joining to a current job of said first work machine, said job id corresponding

to said current job selected for said first work machine,

- means for receiving a second control input from a user, said second control

input being suitable for selecting a current job for said second work machine,

- means for selecting a current job for said second work machine based on

said second control input and said received job id.

15 . A non-transitory data carrier comprising a data structure for controlling a

database system, said data structure comprising a plurality of entries relating

to a plurality of work machines, said entries comprising efficiency data,

machine identification information, user identification information and a job id

as in claim 1, said entries being configured to be suitable for producing

efficiency reporting data as output, said efficiency reporting data being

characteristic of efficiency of said user.

16 . A computer program product comprising computer program code, said

code being arranged to, when said code is executed on a processor of a

system, cause the system to carry out the method according to any of the

claims 1 to 8 .
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